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On the Mechanism of the Single-Nucleon Knock-Out
Reaction Induced by Pions at Medium Energies

by L. C. Liu and P. Huguenin
Institut de Physique, Université de Neuchâtel, Suisse

(15. XI. 72)

A bstract. A model for the knock-out reaction induced by pions at medium energies is proposed.
In this model, the pion is treated as a strongly absorbed particle and the effect of nuclear binding
is included in a simple way. Good agreement with experiment is obtained.

1. Introduction

The single-nucleon knock-out reaction can be used to investigate the single-nucleon
momentum distribution inside the target nucleus and the off-shell properties of the
pion-nucleon scattering amplitude, provided that the reaction proceeds via a 'quasi-
free' process. A process is called quasi-free when the nuclear binding plays only a
secondary role ; such a process can also be termed quasi-elastic to emphasize the fact
that no elementary particle has been created in the reaction.

The purpose of this paper is to examine the reaction mechanism of the single-
nucleon knock-out reaction due to pions. Our aim is to investigate the possibility of using
this reaction to study the off-shell properties of pion-nucleon scattering amplitude. The
experimental data used in our analysis come from the reaction 12C(t7+,7t+/) X1B

measured by Bellotti et al. [1-3] at about 130 MeV incident kinetic energy in laboratory.
In Section 2 the reaction model is elaborated while the explicit theoretical formulae

used for numerical computation can be found in Section 3. Finally, the results are
discussed in Section 4. We use the system of units with h c=l.

2. Reaction Mechanism

2.1. Survey of experiment and basic assumptions

The pion beam energy in the above experiment ranged from 115 to 150 MeV in the
laboratory system; and we assumed an average value of 132 MeV in our calculation.
The two peaks shown by their 'missing energy' spectrum [1] are consistent with the
separation energies of lp and ls protons of carbon obtained in (p,2p) and (e,e'p)
experiments [4, 5]. However, the final state of "B was not identified.
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Nevertheless, the 'quasi-free' feature of the reaction is still visible. In Figures
1 and 2 we compare the knock-out reaction 12C(tt+,7t+^>) nB due to the lp shell proton
with the free pion-proton elastic scattering in the laboratory system. We see that :

1) The events of the reaction 12C(7r+, -rr+p) nB in the region corresponding to forward
angles of the free pion-proton scattering are strongly suppressed.
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Figure 1

Angular distribution of final pions (lab. system). Incident 7"iab 132 MeV. Solid histogram:
Untruncated experimental data of i2C(-ir+,-it+p) J1B due to knocking out lp shell protons [2].
Dashed histogram: Truncated experimental data, the events with a recoil UB momentum lower
than 80 MeV/c are excluded [3]. Dashed curve : Free pion-proton elastic scattering with the target
proton at rest.
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Figure 2
Cross-section as a function of final pion momentum (lab. system). Same caption as that in Figure 1.

2) Elsewhere, the events are in consistency with the picture in which the core nucleus
nB behaves as if it were a mere spectator.

3) The peak of the final momentum distribution of pion is almost located in the same
place as that of the backward peak of the free pion-proton elastic scattering.

We can therefore base our analysis on the following assumptions :

I) The knock-out reaction being studied can be regarded as a direct reaction whenever
the energy transferred to the proton is sufficient.

II) The single scattering contribution is the dominant one for this channel.
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2.2. Cross-section in distorted wave approximation

We are considering the transition amplitude from an incident pion and a target
nucleus of A nucléons to an outgoing pion, an outgoing proton and a residual nucleus
of (A — 1) nucléons. We use the subscripts 0 to denote the pion, 1 for the proton which
interacts with the pion, A for target nucleus and c for the core nucleus.

Asymptotically, the final state wave function in the configuration space is, up to a
numerical factor VA, due to antisymmetrization, given by

cp, ei(t0-70+t, ?,+tc-7c) „,(j8')(£) (2 1)
(2tt)9/2 ^c V ;

while that of the initial state can be expressed as

1

(2~r)
$' i777T3 e'^o^A^A £ ^(<Wia¥ic) 9lß)(i))- (2-2)

The spin-isospin part of the wave functions is not explicitly written in order to simplify
the notation. In the expressions (2.1) and (2.2) ,tpÇfy is the antisymmetrized core wave
function in a state ß, r)xx) is the bound state proton wave function with the quantum
number et. The product wave function in 0X is further properly antisymmetrized with
the aid of the operator se with respect to space, spin and isospin variables.

We use the single-particle shell model description for carbon in our calculation,
in this case

J*(G.ß V(i*H?u) 9iß)(C)) F., -Caox ^fic) <>(*)
where C(lcM represents the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient performing the coupling of
angular momenta, spins and isospins ;-and Fxß is the so-called generalized coefficient of
fractional parentage [6].

The differential cross-sections that we are going to calculate can be obtained from
the following formula:

d3Z3\d3%=2 ^7s<3)(?%,j - ^ 8{E< -Ei) ir»r+ r"dir|2- (2-3)

spin m j j
isospin

In relativistic kinematics

1 E0EA

v>» V(E0EA-k04A)2-m2m2
As the non-direct part of the amplitude (2.3), which is related to the motion of

residual nucleus, turns out to be very small at medium energies, we neglect it. In
distorted wave approach the direct part is given by [6]

Tn=<Xt-%i\x\+)>, (2.4)

where y|+> and Y(f_) represents respectively the distorted waves in incoming and
outgoing channel; and

toi(E) Vox + Vox —- l
V01 (2.5)

E + ie-K0-Kx-Kc-V0n- Vu - hc
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The Kt stands for the kinetic energy operator of the ith 'particle' and the Vjk
represents the two-body interaction between the/th and the &th 'particle'. The internal
Hamiltonians are defined by

AC^>=2T<"V<»», hA9™ EW9cf. (2.6)

The operator t0i describes actually the scattering of the pion by the struck proton
via interaction F01 in the presence of the core potentials V0c and VXc. For the purpose
of the present paper, we simply use the impulse approximation which consists in
replacing t01 by

toi(E) Vox + Vox _— —L- ——- V01. (2.7)
E + te - K0 - Kx - Kc - hc

When this operator acts on the free wave (2.1), a simple energy shift takes place
in the denominator and (2.7) becomes the free pion-proton operator with the
corresponding free-particle state energy which we shall denote by w.

2.3. Surface reaction model

We know from pion-carbon elastic scattering that 12C behaves almost as a 'black'
target with respect to pions having a kinetic energy around 150 MeV in the laboratory
[7]. Consequently, the pion can be regarded as a strongly absorbed particle in the
sense that the inelasticity is large for all the low partial waves in the pion-carbon
relative motion.

In view of the experimental evidence indicating that a dominant role may be

played by single scattering process (Section 2.1), we divide the target nucleus into two
regions. In the inner region where multiple collisions dominate we set the distorted
pion waves to zero while in the outer region we use a plane wave. The cut-off radius is
evaluated by using the following relation which connects the number N' of collisions
with the elastic scattering phase shifts 8, in the eikonal approximation :

Y - Att Y -* Y-lmUvZ.s)
N anN J p(b, s) ds — lm(fnN(0)) j P(b, s)ds= J rA-^ ds A Im 3,

— 00

hence

\S.\ \e2i^i\ e-2i"S, e-iv/2 (2.8)

In Figure 3 the |S,| obtained in a phase shift analysis for pion-carbon elastic
scattering [7] are plotted against the impact parameter b (I kb — %). The cut-off
parameter Rc is taken as 2.75 fm. This large value of Rc means that the direct reaction
takes place mainly in the peripheral region where the nuclear density is low. It has
been noted that at medium energies the pion-nucleus interaction can be represented by
a local one [8]. Consequently the pion-nucleon interaction inside the nucleus can be
described by a contact one. This locality, together with our surface reaction model,
enables us to use a plane wave for the final proton.

We have in the simple surface reaction model the following expression :

#P#t>#v — 8<3)G K - 2 h S(£, - Ed 2 \2(k'o,k[, s'\t01(w)\%0,kx,sy
a R0a Rxa nc vin t i s' sj

x VAF(nimC,Xc)A7jZiP-s)\2 (2-9)
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where the cut-off Fourier transform is defined by
00

îZ&s) (2^7£ \ e-^Vumf,s) d3r.

205

(2.10)

In expression (2.9) s and s' stand for the spin-isospin variables. The subscript ß'
specifies the final state of core nucleus, moreover, the subscript of vx in (2.2) is now
replaced by (Ijm).

s,

N 1

N 2

120 MeV

150 MeV

1 2 3 4 5 6
b lfm)

Figure 3

|S,| of 77" — 12C elastic scattering as a function of impact parameter b.

The surface reaction model was proposed initially by Butler [9] for deuteron
stripping reaction. Owing to the presence oü three bodies in the final state of the knockout

reaction, some further thought must be given in treating the emission of the struck
proton.

2.4. Binding effect consideration

The expression (2.9) is net satisfactory. The most serious shortcoming is that it
does not contain any criterion indicating the effect of the binding on the struck proton.
The physical picture is schematically represented by Figure 4.

Figure 4
Schematic representation of impulse approximation.
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The incoming pion encounters at the nuclear surface region a target proton having
the momentum distribution of an actual bound state. After the direct interaction both
pion and proton leave the residual nucleus to become free particles whatever the
circumstance may be.

Actually, before and during the direct interaction the core potential Vlc is still
strong enough to bind the proton. Owing to this nuclear binding, the struck proton
cannot be ejected in a simple way unless its energy variation during the direct impulsive
collision is larger than a threshold ; for instance, the corresponding separation energy.
We impose therefore the following condition :

<?< &x+™-[ut + ™ p'2

2m*
AT„. (2.11)

The p and p' are respectively the magnitudes of the proton momentum before and after
the direct interaction, calculated in the cm. system of proton-residual nucleus. The
mf is the reduced mass of the proton.

Consequently, we multiply the formula (2.9) by a step function defined by

9(ATP-Q) 1 UATP>Q
0 otherwise (2.12)

The quantity Q can be regarded as a free parameter, though in the present calculation

it was chosen as equal with the separation energy (see appendix).
In summary, we are using a surface reaction model with an ad hoc binding correction

3. Calculation of the Differential Cross-Sections

For the sake of simple parametrization, we chose to compute in the over-all
centre-of-mass system. The starting formula according to our model is then

d9 a EnE.
_^ _^ _^ (2T7-)4

d3k'od3t'xd3% V(E0EA + k0l)2-mèm2i
5<3)(^ + k> + K)

x8(E'0 + E'x+E'c-E0-EA) 2 I 2 EayVI
/«j, M' lmms

i ,110 A i ix <£0, k'x,m's\tox(w)| k0, kx,msy — C_M, M, 0Cm Jjs _M,

xîZt(P)0(ATp-Q)\2,
where

k'c kc (Assumption I)

ke + «x kA —k0

and in the non-relativistic limit for proton-core nucleus system

p -
A-l^ ~

(3.1)
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The j is the spin of core nucleus and M' its ^-component. The m's and ms are z-
components of the spin of the struck proton. The factor 1/V2 is due to isospin coupling.
The quantities tif™ (p) and JT,, are respectively defined by (2.10) and (2.11).

The harmonic oscillator wave function is used for the bound proton, its spatial
part is given by

1 / 2i+2 \1/2/rV^'zir^^j) \jt)'-^frm («)
such that

\d3ri]rm,(r)7)lm(r)=8ll,8mm,.

Among the nine variables at the left-hand side of the formula (3.1) only five of them
are independent. By integrating over the 'unmeasured' variables, we obtain the various
distributions in the pion-carbon centre-of-mass system, which can be easily
transformed into the laboratory system with the aid of appropriate transformation j acobians.
In our computation the limits of each integration are taken to be that given by
kinematics.

To take the applied experimental condition [1] into account, we have excluded the
part having a final proton kinetic energy lower than 10 MeV in the laboratory.

Since the main purpose of this paper is the investigation of the reaction mechanism,
we did not make a fit. The values of the parameters used for computation are directly
taken from the relevant experiments in literature (Table 1).

Table 1

Parameters used for computation

Parameters Values Remarks Ref.

Q

R

VÂFU)

2.75 fm
16 MeV

1.678 fm
V2(2/+l)

Separation energy for
lp-proton in 12C

<c2>i2C 2.47 fm
Closed sub-shell

Fig 3

[1], [4], [5]
[10]

The off-shell free 7r+-proton scattering amplitude in the formula (3.1) can be
expressed in terms of the quantities defined in the cm. system of 7r+-proton :

-* -, -> (E*'E*'E*E*\i/2
(k'o,K,m',\t01 (w)| k0,kx,msy={ °—L-±-±\ (k*',m's\toi(w)\k*,msy

with E*2 k*2 + m\, Ef k2t+mj, i 0,l. (3.3)

We choose the energy parameter in tox(w) to be

w \7s E% + E*

and make the following parametrization :

-. 1

(k*', m's\tox(w) | k*. msy oc — [(B0 + Bx cos 9*) Sm.,„,s
k*

- B2s,n 9*^i-ms(ms+l)e-^'8<>ms+l Vi-».(«,-1) <^X;,m,-i)] (3-4)
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where the energy-dependent coefficients B0, B, and B2 are related to pion-nucleon
phase shifts by

B0 a°3x(Vs) (3.5a)

B1 a3J\rs)+2al33(Vs) (3.5b)

B2 al3X(V~s) - a33(V~s) (3.5c)

and

4t,2j(Vs) [7)l2T,2j(Vs) exp (2i8l2Ti2jVs))- l]/2». (3.5d)

The values of v2T 2j and 8'2T 2j as a function of s/s are obtained by interpolating the
set of CERN fit [11].

In the right-hand side of the amplitude (3.4), the first term is the spin-nonflip
contribution and the second term is the spin-flip contribution. The spin-flip amplitude
is neither zero nor negligible. The interference terms disappear, however, after the
azimuthal integration. We define the scattering angleJ?* to be the angle between the
initial pion momentum k* and final pion momentum k*' in the centre-of-mass system
of the 7r+-proton.

4. Results and Discussions

The distributions given by our model are compared with the corresponding
experimental data [2, 3] in Figure 5 through Figure 9. The agreement is good ; especially
as no free parameters were used in the calculations. In Figures 5 and 6 the PWIA
results are also plotted for reference. It is worth mentioning that with respect to the
PWIA results the surface reaction assumption alone caused a decrease in magnitude
without appreciably changing the form of those curves. Our binding correction is
therefore a vital ingredient.

The lower the incident energy of projectile the narrower is that part of the phase
space region where the inequality (2.11) is fulfilled, and the more important becomes
this binding correction. In order to test the importance of our binding correction at
higher energies, we compared our theoretical results in Figure 8 with the measurement,
due to Agan'yants et al. [12]. We see that even at a pion incident energy of 1 GeV
this correction still changes appreciably the final pion momentum distribution and
causes a significant shift of peak. Since in their counter experiment the high momentum
tail of the final pion spectrum is free from experimental bias, we consider the improvement

shown in Figure 8 as an indication that our binding correction represents a real
simulation of the complicated reaction mechanism.

The unusual experimental backward peak in Figure 7 might come from the
uncertainty in the separation of the pion-hydrogen events in the bubble chamber. This
viewpoint is supported by the histogram excluding the events having a recoil nB
momentum lower than 80 MeV/c in the laboratory, in which the backward peak is

compatible with the theoretical result. Unfortunately, this truncation produces for
each distribution an underestimated experimental value resulting from the simultaneous

elimination of the real knock-out events having a low recoil UB momentum.
As to the treatment of pion distortion we note that a refinement can be achieved

by using a smooth cut-off function in r-space. This function may be deduced from the
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Figure 5
Cross-section as a function of final pion kinetic energy.

(ir+ - 12C cm. system; incident Tiab 132 MeV.)

Solid histogram: Untruncated experimental data of 12C(ct+, tt+P) uB due to knocking out lp shell
protons [2]. Dashed histogram: Truncated experimental data, the events with a recoil 1XB

momentum lower than 80 MeV/c are excluded [3]. Solid curve : Result of this model. Dashed curve :

PWIA multiplied by the indicated factor.
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Figure 6

Angular distribution of 11B (lab. system). Same caption as that in Figure 5.
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shape of |S,| of the pion-carbon elastic scattering (Fig. 3). Although this will modify the
theoretical curves, in particular the diffractive pattern in the momentum distribution
of the residual nucleus, the essential of the reaction mechanism remains unchanged.

Another remark concerns the non-direct part of Tci that we disregarded in Section
2.2. For a same final geometry the ejected proton has undergone an energy variation

400-,

300

200

100

COS 67
-1.0 -0.6 -0.2 02 0.6 1.0 B

Figure 7

Angular distribution of 11B (tt+ — I2C cm. system). Same caption as that in Figure 5.

/I

1 0 GeV/c

Figure 8
Cross-section of 12C(t7", ir~p) "B as a function of final pion momentum in lab.-system. p\t,birt 1-04
GeV/c, 0i*bout= 20.5° [12]. Curves are normalized to experimental data. Dashed curve: PWIA
result. Solid curve : PWIA + binding correction.
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only equal to lj(A — 1) oi that involved in Tfjir. Consequently, a binding correction
like (2.11) makes the contribution due to Tpxdlr negligibly small.

In view of the success of our model we may conclude that the knock-out reaction
induced by pions at these incident energies proceeds mostly via a quasi-free process.

100

i—
i i

-02 02 06
cose'

Figure 9

Angular distribution of the final pions (lab. system). Same caption as that in Figure 5.

Therefore, it is hopeful that some information about off-shell pion-nucleon scattering
amplitude could be obtained by measuring a single nucléon knock-out reaction in a
kinematical domain in favour of 'quasi-free' process.
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APPENDIX
Nuclear Break-up Condition in the Framework of Impulse Approximation

In our model a binding correction has been introduced to simulate the complicated
reaction mechanism in connection with the emission of the struck proton by the target
nucleus.

According to Figure 4 the energy variation of the system struck proton-core
nucleus during the impulsive collision between the projectile and the struck proton is

D=(Tin- T,,) + (TA- TA) D"1 + Dem',

where TXc is the relative kinetic energy of proton to core nucleus and TA is the kinetic
energy associated to the motion of centre-of-mass of proton and core nucleus. Our
conjecture is that the struck proton willnot be emitted in a simple way unless the energy
variation related to this emission is larger than the characteristic energy binding the
proton in the core nucleus, i.e.

jrp |z)rel|>|<Älc>| (2

with the Hamiltonian defined by
Äic =*hA-he.
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The quantity Q is therefore related to the wave function of the target nucleus. In
the single-particle shell model description we obtain for Q the following value :

Q I < *1. > I | < <t>f I Ale I cPf > I ESCn„.tloB,

where 9a^ is the ground state wave function of the target nucleus.
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